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SUMMARY

Prance, with an area of 5£>Q0 knî j has been prospecting i ts
territory for uranium for more than 30 years. The proven uranium
reserves in all the ore categories defined by the ÏÏEà/lAEA are
estimated at around 120,000 tU, of which 25,000 tU have already
been mined. About 70̂ 5 of these reserves are associated with
granites, while the bulk of the remainder is located in Permian
sediments and the last in Paleogene sediments.

The prospecting effort has not been distributed equally over
French territory. More than half of i t - recent orogens and large
basins - have been l i t t l e or very l i t t l e prospected. On the other
hand, the Hercynian massifs and their Upper Paleozoic mantle have
been systematically prospected.

Nevertheless, even within the latter there is s t i l l room for
further exploration: extensions of already known mineralizations
both laterally and vertically, conventional mineralizations deep
down or under a mantle, types of mineralizations not investigated
previously (those associated with acid or intermediate vulcanism,
3»ebatholithic shales, alkaline complexes etc.) .

Of course, in the areas that have not been so well explored,
because they appear less favourable, there are still some possibilities,
namely, in the areas of recent orogens, mineralizations associated
with antemesozoic cores (same types as above) or directly associated
with orogenesis (slightly to moderately metamorphic sandstone-
phyllitic formations, certain sedimentary formations etc.). As for
the large basins, they are capable of containing mineralizations
associated with some of their formations (Paleogene of the Basin
of Aquitaine etc), but they may also cover workable uranium deposits.
It is possible that, in the not to distant future access may be
gained to such ores in particular cases.

On this basis it does not seem unreasonable to reckon with the
discovering of new resources of an order of magnitude between half
and the same as those already found.
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A. IOTRODUCTIOH AM) GENERAL GEOGRAPHY

Metropolitan Prance, with an area of 551*607 km^, forms the
western extremity of cont inental Europe, lying approximately
between 42° and 52° : l a t i t u d e No -

Prom the point of view of physical geography Prance i s formed
around the Central Massif which occupies one seventh of i t s a rea .
This massif i s Hercynian mountain "block incl ined from south-east
to north-west and reaching a maximum height of 1702 m.

To the north of t h i s massif s t r e t ches the Paris basin,- the •:
eastern counterpart of the London basin and separated from the
l a t t e r by the English Channel. At i t s centre i s s i tua ted the
cap i t a l which has grown up on the Seine, the whole hydrographie
system of which corresponds exactly to the Paris bas in . However,
the southern border of t h i s basin corresponds to the northern
half of the Loire system»

To the south-west of the Central Massif i s the Basin of
Aquitaine, corresponding to the hydrographie basin of the Garonne.
This has an area half that of the Paris bas in and i s separated from
i t by the Poitov^gate. The l a t t e r corresponds to a saddle separat ing
the Central Massif from the Armorican Massif, which i s a low-al t i tude
Precambrian-Hercynian complex„

The Hercynian massif of the Vosges forms the north-west of
Prance. Its faulted eastern flank abruptly limits the valley of
the Rhine (plains of Alsace). Its highest point is towards the
south-east at 1424 m and i ts height decreases towards the north-
west .

The eastern limit of the Central Massif is constituted by a
series of plains running north to south which correspond to the
valleys of the Saône-Rhône system.

To the east of this alignment is the Jura-Alps system, repre-
senting essentially the external zone of the Alpine chain of
Western Europe and which includes the highest point in Europe
(Mont Blanc, 4BO7 m).

Another Hercynian massif, the Maures-Esterel massif, forms the
border of the Mediterranean^îTthe south-east of Prance. Another
recent chain, but with a Hercynian core, forms the border between
Prance and the Iberian Peninsula - the Pyrenees range - with a
highest point of 3298 m. ••

Finally, Corsica is a Hercyno-Alpine mountainous island with
peaks of over 2000 m and an area'1 of 8682 km ^ •
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Despite its relatively, small size, France has a considerable
variation in climate owing to its relief: oceanic in the west and
in the large plains with continental influences in the east and in
the large mountain masses, while the south has a -Mediterranean-
climate vith sudden violent showers and long, dry, -unny periods.

As far as traffic communications are concerned, the road and
railway systems in France have the common characteristic that they
radiate from Paris, making inter-regional communication difficult
(A situation explained by the history of industrial development
and the geographical configuration of the country).

The railway network totals more than 35»500 km and the road
network 83,000 km of main roads (of which 10,000 km are major
routes), 280,000 km of secondary roads 425,000 km of minor roads
and 700,000 km of maintained rural roads.

More than 30 towns are served by regular airline flights,
of which five are important centres of communication.

B. GEOLOGY OF FRANCE IN RELATION TO POTENTIALLY FAVOURABLE
URANIUM BEARING AREAS

The t e r r i t o r y of France, s i t u a t e d at the western, end of Europe,
belongs e n t i r e l y t o the zone of the Hercynian chain which was s eve r -
ely leve led down at the end of t he primary e r a s . The Stephano-
Permain molassic sedimentation r e s u l t i n g from t h i s appears only
at the margins or in the internal basins resulting from tectonic
subsidence. The secondary era was a period of calm which enabled
the Paris and Aquitaine basins to f i l l up.

It was not until the Oligocène that the counter-movements of
the Alpine orogenesis occurred which led to the uplifting of the
whole of the Central Massif, tailing off towards the west.

Within the. Alpine formations occupying the south and thejsouth-
east of the country there are traces of the Hercynian bas^wnich
have influenced the tectonics of the whole to a greater or lesser
ext ent.

The position of the uranium in France is largely governed by
its association with the Hercynian orogen, which we shall examine
in more detail.

The axis of the Hercynian structure corresponds to the Arverno-
Vosgian cratonic core which forms part of the western section of the
Moldanubian zone. The latter is characterized by significant meta-,
morphism and magmatism with a chiefly acid characteristic. This
orogenesis affects the formations of the Lower Paleozoic and the
Lower Cambrian as well as .the cratonic fragments of the Precambrian
which may have been affected by a rejuvenation. This zone stretches
from the northern Vosges to French Cornouaille, including the south
of the Paris basin and the north and the centre of the Central Massif.
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On either side of this axis there are a number of almost
symmetric less granitized zones, the metamorphism of which' has
not led to rejuvenation of the earlier formations» In the north
we have the western part of the Saxo—Thuringian zone which stretches
from the north of the Vosges to the Armorican chain, while the
intermediate zone is masked "by the Mesozoic and Cenozoic mantle of
the Paris Basin. In the south we have the Vendée-Cevennes zone
which has much in common with the previously mentioned zone,
although it has undergone a particularly energetic Hercynian phase,
with carboniferous post-tectonic intrusions in the vicinity of the
Moldanubian zone. It stretches from Vendée to the Cevennes,
encompassing the west of Limousin and the northern border of the
Basin of Aquitaine from Saintonge to Périgord.

The Central Massif is affected by a regional irregularity
NL traditionally called "Sillon fouiller" (= coal furrow) associated

with magmatic manifestations, which separates two different regions:

The west - a predominantly leucogranitic region, which should

^
correspond to a thick sialic crust;

The east - where the presence of leucogranites is rarer
and less obvious.

Of coujjae this distinction has its counterpart in the meta-
llogenic jfegaon. The western part is in fact characterized by
the nn nivl iliiiisUi6ly.i1;.y'pD} • aoiej-'ba»^ paragenetic associations with
Sn, W, Be etc. as well as auriferous mineralization with arseno-
pyrite. The eastern part, especially its southern half, is
distinguished by plumbozinciferous mineralization.

The southern and eastern periphery of France was involved in
the Alpine orogenesis»

The structure of southern and eastern Prance is quite complex.
In the south-west is the Pyrenees chain, comprising a very large
Hercynian core, prolonged essentially towards the east by the
Provencal chain, enclosing in its turn the Hercynian core of the
Maures; In the south-east lies the western end of the European
Alpine range, which manifests itself as external zones containing
numerous large Hercynian cratonic fragments. The chains of Alpine
age are characterized by the absence of contemporary granitization
and by weak metamorphism.

The Oligocenic Tectonic phases have had a very significant
effect on the foreland of the Alpine chain, being reflected by
differential vertical tectonics resulting in the formation, of a

L̂ whole series of trough faults: rhénan trough, bressan
A "limagnes"/ succession of horsts and grabens on the eastern de

of the Central Massif}. This' differential upheaval of the eastern
border of the Central Massif has a considerable amplitude, of

\C more than 2000 m, while the western ̂ ^d^È^is much less perturbed.
.' These tectonic in conjunction with the oligo-quaternary vulcanism

have determined to a large extent the present morphology of this
region.
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C. PAST EXPLORATION

Prospecting for -uranium deposits was made one of the principal
tasks of the Commissariat a 1' énergie atomique (CEA) on its
creation in 1945 saad. from the start was the responsibility of the
Department of Mining Research and Prospection.' In 1976 the CEA
transferred to its subsidiary? the Compagnie Générale des Matières
Nucléaires, all operational activities concerning the nuclear fuel
cycle.

Since 1946 the CEA has been carrying out prospecting work both
in France and abroad.

This effort was swiftly rewarded on French soil where in the
very first years a certain number of favourable uraniferous areas
were identified, of which three, Limousin, Forez and Vendée, were
rapidly prepared and put into production, one after the other.

A fourth area in the South of France, where preparations for
mining are currently underway, will shortly replace the Forez
deposit which is nearing depletion.

Since 1954 several private companies have undetaken uranium
prospection, A number of economic deposits have been discovered:

"^ vein-type in Britanny and the Central Massif (March^ and JttsSMvge
V "MET Margeride); and in the Oligocène sediments (St. Pierre du

Cantal in the Central Massif). The activity of these companies •'
declined appreciably from I963 to 1973 but operations are now again
being energetically pursued by the Minatome, Imétal, Dong-Trieu and
•QGMff groups.

Prospecting was usually conducted starting out from uraniferous
minéralogieal occurrences that were already known (sometimes for
a very long time) and contained for the most part in the base of
the Central Massif.

Prospecting has been conducted•' according to the conventional
techniques of the times, that is to say field prospecting associated
with radiometry on foot and by vehicle. Later on aerial radiometric
prospecting and geochemical prospecting techniques were employed.

However it was during the initial phases of this prospecting
that the majority of the major uraniferous zones associated with the
granites were identified.

D. URANIUM OCCURRENCES AND RESOURCES

According to the available knowledge, uranium in France is
distributed essentially in two major categories of deposits:

Deposits.associated with granites;

Deposits associated with sediments.
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The first type, which represent about 70% of presently known
French ursoiiferous potential, are distributed almost entirely in
the Moldanubian zone of the Hercynian orogen* The mineralizations
of Vendée and the Central Massif (Lomousin, Marche, Forez, Morvan,
Margeride . », .) „

These are principally vein-type int-eygranitic deposits associated
with the leucogranites of the thick sialic crust in; the west of the
great "cone furrow" (Vendée, Limousin „««.), or those with a peri-
granitic trend and associated with the granitoids of the cratonic
crust (Fore-z) to the east of this furrow» However, there are
also, although.of only minor importance in France, mineralizations
of peribatholithic shales with chilled margins of calcio-alkaline
granites as in Spain and Portugal (les Bondons).

The second type, associated with detritic sedimentary formations,
VL are distributed primarily in PermaKT" continental or sub-continental

formations, which are generally well preserved in collapsed basins
of the Moldanubian zone or at its periphery (Lodève) and also in
sediments of the molassic type in the Paleogene of the Moldanubian
zone (St. Pierre du "Cantal, Limagne de Montrond <,„,.), or outside
the latter (Lauragais).

In the case of the Permian deposits especially, a possible
association with the acid vulcanism should be considered.

The uraniferous potential discovered in France to date may be
classified as follows:

78 % kg U

between 78 and
130 % kg U

TOTAL

Reasonably assured
reserves

37.000

24.100

61.100

Estimated additional
resources

14.800

20,000

34.800

To these figures should be added about 25,230 tU mined ,up to
the end of 1976. Therefore, taking into account the uranium still
in the ground and that already mined, this potential amounts to
some 121,100 tU,
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E. PRESEM1 STATUS OP EXPLORATION

At present the area of the zones in Prance which have been
relatively methodically prospected can be put at more than 250,000
km , although this prospection has been very unequal in quality
and density. Although the remainder French territory corresponding
to the zones of the large epicontinental basins (Paris, Aquitaine)
or collapsed basins (Rhénan, Bressan ....) has been the subject of
local and sometimes quite detailed investigations, it has not been
systematically explored, mainly because the prospects of finding
uranium in these areas were considered to be very low. This point
of view is now being revised, however, and certain parts of the
large basins (for example, the north-east/south-east border of.the
Aquitaine basin) are now receiving special attention from uranium
prospectors.

In the 30 years since uranium prospecting commenced in France
some 300 applications for exclusive exploration permits have been
granted and about 80 mining permits or concessions have been issued.

Prospecting Prance is carried out principally by a
subsidiary of the CEA, the Compagnie Générale des Matières Nucléaires,
which employs about 100 geologists and prospectors on national
territory outside the mining regions. However, in recent years
the participation in this field of other companies has increased
considerably. These companies include Imétal, Minatome, La Compagnie
Industrielle et Minière and Dong-Trieu,

Expenditure on prospecting in Prance amounted to around
US$19«6 million in 1976, while the total expenditure in this field
between 1946 and the end of 1976 is estimated at around US$140
million (at current values).

Current efforts continue to be directed at typical objectives
in France:

(a) Deposits in the Hercynian massifs, particulary in
association with leucogranites;

(b) Mineralizations associated with the continental or
sub-continental Permian;

(c) Those associated with continental or sub-continental
sediments of the Pa,leogene around the Central Massif.

However, other formations are receiving increasing attention, in
particular the continental or sub-continental sediments, especially
Paleogene sediments, large basins and certain slightly to moderately
metamorphic phyllitic formations.

Possible scattered mineralizations with low ore contents are
also the subject of a survey (black shales of the Gothlandian, papery
shales of the Lias, phosphorites etc.).
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P. POTENTIAL FOR HEW DISCOVERIES

At present French territory is one of the regions of the world
where uranium prospecting is most intensive, having been carried out
without interruption for more than 30 years. However, the exploration
has been very unequally distributed. Almost all effort has been
directed at the Hercynian massifs and the Upper Paleozoic, and very
little towards the recent orogens (Alps, Pyrenees) or the large
mantled zones (large basins)a Even the Hercynian cores included
in the areas of the recent chains have been much less prospected
than the Hercynian massifs situated outside them, but then no
encouraging results were obtained in preliminary explorations and
access to these formations is often very difficult. Consequently,
more than half of French national territory with characteristics
admittedly much less favourable for uranium is inadequately known
or even almost unknown from-the point of view which interests us.

Besides, even the 250,000 or so km^ which have been systematically
prospected have not been investigated on a uniform basis, because
the most attrative objectives, namely the granites and then the
fermait sediments, have been singled out relatively quickly. More-
over, the quality of the prospection has increased progressively
with time, French uranium reserves are located in geological
environments that are exceptional in the western world {lOfo in
granites and almost all the rest in a sedimentary framework very
different from that encountered in the United States which is the
usual one, such that progress in prospecting in France- has benefited
relatively little from the sum of knowledge acquired in the rest
of the world and has depended heavily on national experience. That
is why a considerable area of territory explored to date could well
be reconsidered in the light of present knowledge.

All these considerations lead us to believe that, despite the
considerable prospecting effort already made, the prospects of
finding new uranium resources in Prance are quite good.

What direction should future explorations take? Without any
claim to comprehensiveness we could give p, few pointers:

(a) In the structural units known to be favourable in France
(Hercynian massifs, etc.):

Prospection for mineralizations in extensions of already
known economic deposits„ This is being pursued system-
atically and one can say that over a number of years the
ore mined from almost all the deposits has been at least
balanced by the discovery of new reserves. However, this
cannot, of course, go on indefinitely.
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Resumption of prospecting in zones previously explored,
applying new ideas or techniques.

Prospection for the types of deposits common in France
.at depths inaccessible hitherto owing to an inadequate
understanding of these mineralizations and/or lack of
appropriate technology»

Prospection in units already explored for new types of
mineralizations, the value of which might not have been
apparent previously: those associated with acid or
intermediate vulcanism, possibly with alkaline complexes,
those associated with the prebatholithic shales linked
to the granites (particularly calcioalkaline) etc.

(b) In the less well-explored structural units attention
should be paid to the zones of recent orogens and the
large basins:

.«.Zonejof recent orogens» The explorations here could
/ take several directions:

Old cores incorporated in the zones of recent orogens:
in principle, one should encounter here the same types

. of problems as in the case of the Hercynian massifs,
possibly with additional complications»

Mineralizations directly linked with these recent
orogens, an instance of this being metamorphic phyllitic
formations (for example those of the Permo-Trias of
Vanoise in the Alps, which appear to be related to those
at Forstau in Austria or those at Preit in Italy); but
attention should also be paid to particular sedimentary

VT formations such as the continental Permaffî (for example
les Granges du Colonel in the Alpes Maritimes).

^ — Zones of large sedimentary basins» These are the Paris and
Aquitaine basins, the valleys of the Rhône and the Rhine etc»
These basins had attracted little attention formerly, either on
account of the predominantly marine epicontinental nature of their
filling(Paris and Aquitaine basins), or because of their far too
torrential type of sedimentation.(Rhône and Rhine valleys)»
Actually, the case of the Aquitaine and Paris basins has been
receiving renewed attention in the last few years. It has been
found that certain formations have quite encouraging characteristics
as well as uraniferous indications. Tbis is the case wi^h the
Paleogene ŝfe- the Aquitaine basin in particular. Interesting
mineralizations, though of an economic value still to, be demonstrated,
have been discovered west of Montagne Noire (LauragSiâ). Several
companies have begun to explore these formations in other parts
of the basin. It is possible that other favourable formations will
be identified: Lower Cretaceous, Wealden of certain parts of the
Paris basin (by comparison with the mineralizations of the Wealden
of the eastern Iberian chain).
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Equally, however, it should "be "borne in mind that the fillings
of these large "basins form mantles for the extensions of what we
have referred to above as the Heroynian massifs. Certain parts of
their borders conceal the extensions of geological units which
include uraniferous districts elsewhere. It is conceivable that
these mantles conceal uraniferous zones just as important as those
already known.

Of course, the majority of these mantled regions are outside
our reach. All the same, it is probable that certain areas that

>/ are particularly 0Jtractive could be investigated in the not too
* distant future when the geological, geochemical and physical

characteristics of these ores are better known and the necessary
technology has been developed.

These remarks also apply to certain sedimentary basins inside
the Hercynian massifs in general and in the Central Massif in
particular.

On conclusion, we feel it can justifiably be said that the
potential for new uranium resources in Prance is still not
exhausted. It is risky to quote figures in this regard; however,
it does not seem unreasonable to reckon on discoveries equivalent
to between half and the same again as the presently estimated
potential (reasonably assured resources plus estimated additional
resources plus quantity mined) i.e. between 60,000 and 120,000 tU,
though it should be stressed that the majority of these new resources
will be located in deposits much more difficult to find, develop
and mine than those considered to date. Their economic character-
istics will therefore tend to be difinitely inferior.

Compiled by

Commissariat a* l'Energie Atomique
Paris
France

September 1977

Figure: Key: Circles = Vein-type deposits

Squares - Deposits in Permian sediments
(carboniferous)

Triangles = Deposits in Paleogene sediments

(a) « Continental Permian

(b) ' = Hercynian leucogranite

(c) = Fracture

Outcrops of the Pre-Mesozoic
base
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On either side of this axis there are a number of almost
symmetric less granitized zones, the net amor phi sra of which, has
not led to rejuvenation of the earlier formations.. In the north
we have the western part of the Saxo-Thuringian zone which stretches
from the north of the Vosges to the Armoriean chain, while the
intermediate .zone is masked "by the ïïesozoic and Cenozoic mantle of
the Paris Basin. In the south we have the Vendée-Covennes zone.
which has much in common with the previously mentioned zone,
although it has undergone a particularly energetic Hercynlan phase,
with carboniferous post-tectonic intrusions in the vicinity of- the-
Moldanubian zone. It stretches from Vendée to the Cevennes,
encompassing the west of Limousin and the northern border of the.
•Basin of Aquitaine from Saintonge to Périgord. ; -

The Central Massif is affected by a regional irregularity
traditionally called ;:Sillon Bouiller" (= coal furrow) associated
with magmatic manifestations, which separates two different regions:

a

The west - a predominantly leucogranitic region, which should
correspond to a thick sialic crust;

The east - where the presence of leucogranites is rarer
and less obvious «

Cf course this distinction has its counterpart in the meta-f —
y.ogenic region. The western part is in fact characterized-by
he so-called dy type_I_acid__basel_ £arage_netic associations with

-f Sn, W, Be eter~~as well as auriferous minerairzatT6n~with~arserio-
pyrite. The eastern part, especially its southern half, is
distinguished by plumbozinciferous mineralization.

The southern and eastern periphery erf Prance was involved in
the Alpine orogenesis.

The structure of southern and eastern Prance is quite complex.
In the south-west is the Pyrenees chain, comprising a very large
Hercynian core, prolonged essentially towards the east by the
Provencal chain, enclosing in its turn the Hercynian core of the
Maures; In the south-east lies the western end of the European
Alpine range, which manifests itself -js external zones containing
numerous large Hercynian cratonic fragments. The .chains of Alpine
age are characterized by the absence of contemporary granitization
and by weak metamorphism.

The Oligocenic .Tectonic phases have had a very significant
effect on the foreland of the Alpine chain, being reflected by

. differential vertical tectonics resulting in the formation, of a
whole series of trough faults: rhénan trough, bressan trough,
"limagnes", succession of horsts and grabens on the eastern border
of the Central Massif. This" differential upheaval of the east err,
border of the Central Massif has a considerable amplitude, of
more than 2000 m, while the western border is much less perttirbed.
These tectonic in conjunction with the oli go-quaternary vulcanism
have determined to a large extent the present morphology of this
region.
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The first type, which represent^ about 70$ of presently known
French uraniferous potential, are distributed almost entirely in
the Moldanubian zone of the Hercynian orogen» The mineralizations
of Vende*e and the Central Massif (Lomousin, Marche, Forez, Morvan,
Margeride-....)* fl..r-e /Ô -Hits. Gro<^f>'.

These are principally vein-type intergranitic deposits associated
with the leucogranites of the thick 3ialic crust in the west of'the
great "cone furrow" (Vendée, Limousin „„,.), or those with a peri-
granitic trend ejad associated with the granitoids of the cratonic
crust (Forez) to the east of this furrow» However, there are
also, although of only minor importance in Prance, mineralizations
of peribatholithic shales with chilled margins of calciûjalkaline
granites as in Spain and Portugal (les Sondons).

" The second type, associated with detritic sedimentary formations,
distributed primarily in Permafyn continental or sub-continental

formations, which are generally well preserved in collapsed basins
of the Moldanubian zone or at its periphery (Lodève) and also in
sediments of the molassic type in the Paleogene of the Moldanubian
zone (St. Pierre du Cantal, Limagne de Montrond . . . . ) , o r outside
the latter (Lauragais).

In the case of the Permian.deposits especially, a possible
association with the acid vulcanism should be considered.

The uraniferous potential discovered in France to date may be
classified as follows:

Reasonably assured Estimated additional
reserves t resources

78 % kg u 37.000 14.800

2 4 ' 1 0 ° 2 0 < 0 0 °
TOTAL 61.100 . 34.800

To these figures should be added about 25,200 tU mined up to
the end of 1976. Therefore, talcing into account the uranium s t i l l
in the ground and that already mined, this potential amounts to
some 121,100 t(J.
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Equally, however, it should "be "borne in mind that the fillings
of these large basins form mantles for the extensions of what we
have referred to above as the Hercynian massifs. Certain parts of
their borders conceal the extensions-of geological units which
include uraniferous districts elsewhere. It is conceivable that
these mantles conceal uraniferous zones just as important as. those
already known.

Of course, the majority of these mantled regions are outside
our reach. All the same, it is probable that certain areas that
are particularly attractive could be investigated in the not too
distant future when the geological, geochemical and physical
characteristics of these ores are better known and the necessary
technology has been developed. • .

These remarks also apply to certain sedimentary basins inside"
the Hercynian massifs in general and in the Central Massif in
particular. ,•

On conclusion, we feel it can justifiably be said that the
potential for new uranium resources in Prance is still not
exhausted. It is risky to quote figures in this regard; however,
it does not seem unreasonable to reckon on discoveries equivalent
to between half and the same again as the presently estimated
potential (reasonably assured resources plus estimated additional
resources plus quantity rained) i.e. between 60,000 and 120,000 tU,
though it should be stressed that the majority of these new resources
will be located in deposits much more difficult to find, develop
and mine than those considered to date. Their economic character-
istics will therefore tend to be definitely inferior. ' €L

Compiled by * •" *

Commissariat a' l'Energie Atomique
Paris
France

September 1977
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